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IntelliEtch

Validated simulator
Detailed experimental backing

Ab initio e!ects
First principle based etcher, includes 
e!ects of steric interaction, backbond 
weakening, impurity micromasking                                 

Composite processing
E!ects of multi-masking, multiple 
process steps

Speed
Fast simulation speed. Results in 5-30 
minutes depending upon resolution

Export to FEA
Direct export to IntelliSuite tools

Validated database
Database for etching based upon pioneering 
work of Dr Sato at U Nagoya



Experimental validation

Etched Silicon Sphere Etch Results Simulation Results

Dr. Sato et al, U Nagoya Japan



Experimental validation

Sphere etching results

Experiment, 34 wt% KOHSimulation: 30 wt% KOH



Experimental validation
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Experimental validation
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Experimental validation

SEM Pictures © 2001 Gesselschaft fur Mikroelektronikan-wendung Chemnitz mbH.
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Experimental validation
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56 um

50 min

Ab initio e!ects

Adsorption of impurities: Leads 
to micromasking e!ects

Steric e!ects and back bond 
weakening: Atomic level (first 
principle) simulation are needed 
to compute these e!ects

Partial OH termination Full OH termination

Steric interaction: OH-OH Multiple steric interactions: OH-H at FN and SN



M. A. Gosálvez et al.: Multiscale modeling of chemical etching 471

Fig. 4 – Comparison between (a) experiment [3], (b) simulation using the “bond-weakening” approach
and (c) simulation incorporating the e!ect of indirect second neighbours.

ond neighbour). However, if the chosen atom has two or three first neighbours, the rigidity
of the bond configuration leads to a significant interaction between the hydroxyl group and
the terminating hydrogen, e!ectively reducing the probability with which the hydroxyl will
actually terminate the dangling bond in the presence of an indirect second neighbour. These
considerations imply that the probability of removal of a surface atom should be multiplied
by the probability with which each hydroxyl group will actually terminate the corresponding
dangling bond depending on the local environment.

We have discussed here the interaction between a hydroxyl terminating the target atom
and a hydrogen terminating an indirect second neighbour. Similarly, we can consider the
interaction with another hydroxyl. The e!ect of having both interactions can only be discussed
in a frame that considers the amount of surface coverage by hydroxyl groups [7]. However,
the conclusions of the present study are not a!ected by considering an average of the e!ect
of both interactions.

In order to use the above results in kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, we consider the
probability of removal of a surface atom as given by the Boltzmann expression p = e!!E/kBT ,
where "E is defined as the energy excess of the average energy per bond E (defined below)
over a critical energy Ec:

"E = kBT ln
!

1 + e(E!Ec)/kBT
"

! max(0, E " Ec).

The critical energy Ec acts as a threshold below which bond-breaking occurs with probability
p ! 1. The average energy per bond E is assigned to the chosen surface atom depending on
the neighbourhood configuration, and is defined in terms of the energy matrix !ij discussed
previously. We identify each surface atom with its neighbourhood configuration, referred
to by (n;m1,m2, . . . ,mn; l), meaning that the chosen surface atom has n first neighbours
(n = 1, 2, 3) and each of the n first neighbours has itself mj first neighbours (j = 1, 2, . . . , n;
mj = 1, 2, 3, 4), l of which are indirect second neighbours to the chosen atom. The average
energy per bond E for atom (n;m1,m2, . . . ,mn; l) is then defined as

E =
1
n

n
#

j=1

!(4!n),(4!mj) + l · e · (1 " "1n).

The first term corresponds simply to the average of the sum of the energies of the bonds to
the n first neighbours, the energy of each bond being obtained by looking at the number of
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Ab initio e!ects

Experimental results: 
Wagon wheel study 

Simulation: No ab initio e!ects Simulation: With ab initio 
e!ects including back-bond 
weakening and steric interaction



Surface morphology prediction

Pyramid like morphology on 100 Si
subject to wet anisotropic etching

Simulation results predict pyramid formation

Arbitrary Cut Planes <533>
to understand the physics



Surface morphology prediction

1 Micromasking of apex
2 Floor moves down fast
3 Edges are stable
4 Facets are very stable

Hillock formation prediction



Surface morphology prediction

Relation between pyramidal hillocks on (100) and polygonal steps on (h h h+2)



Higher order plane etching

D. Saya, Sensors & Actuators A95 (2002)

Simulation results



Simulate composite MEMS processes

Composite processes, Shikida Mitsuhiro, J. Micromech. Microeng. 14 

Combination of multi-step mask transfers, oxide and nitride layers, sacrificial layer deposition and 
wet etching and DRIE processes. 



Composite MEMS processes for micro valves. 
Combination of DRIE and wet etching.

A. Baldi, Sensors and actuators B 114 (2006) 

Simulate composite MEMS processes



Simulate composite MEMS processes

Non flat surfaces: simulate roughness and waviness e!ects



Output to FEA

Interface with analysis tools: Direct export to IntelliSuite and other industry formats



Modern interface

Easy to use, user focused interface



Benefits

Design verification before tape-out
Identify and remove source of manufacturing problems at design stage

Device optimization
Optimize corner compensation, understand impact of misalignments

Fine tune your masks and etches
Tune your etches for each device
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